TWO EXPERIENCED COMPANIES.
ONE INCREDIBLE SOLUTION.
Established in 1921, Hamilton has developed a reputation as a leader in the manufacturing and support
of automated transaction kiosks, ticket vendors, RFID technology, and much more.
If you are looking for hardware that provides reliability, durability, style, security, and endless adaptability to
support your business objectives, look no further.
Pair our tried and tested equipment with the latest in cloud-hosted revenue management software from
netPark, and you truly have a match made in heaven.
netPark offers you point of sale, credit card processing, reservations, customer loyalty rewards programs,
revenue tracking, website development services, and mobile app development.
Our partnership allows us to deliver tailored products that cover every step of the customers interaction with
your parking business. From restaurants, hotels, and casinos to hospitals and off airport parking - our team
has a solution for you!
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SELF PARK & PAY APPLICATIONS
PAY ON FOOT

Our Pay on Foot application requires the driver to make payment for parking before returning to their
vehicle and leaving the lot.
The system utilizes three pieces of hardware. At the entry lane, the customer pushes a button on a PEET
Entry terminal to receive a ticket. When they are ready to leave, fees are paid at a centrally-located HTK
pay station in four easy steps. When payment has been made, the customer proceeds to the exit lane and
inserts their ticket into a PEET Exit terminal for validation.
Pay on Foot supports multiple payment options, one use validations, and lost ticket processing.
PAYMENT STEPS:

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

Customer inserts parking
ticket into the HTK/CTK
and parking charges are
displayed

Customer scans validation
if applicable, otherwise they
will skip to Step 3 and pay
for parking

Customer pays for parking
with credit card or cash and
collects receipt

Customer takes parking
ticket to the exit lane
validator (PEET) to leave
the lot

PAY IN LANE

Pay in Lane is an ideal solution for fully-automated lots. A PEET Entry terminal dispenses a ticket to the
customer as they enter, and this same ticket is used to exit the facility. An HTK, stationed in an exit lane,
ingests the ticket and calculates the parking fees. Payment is made using credit card or cash, and a
receipt is dispensed to allow exit.
Pay in Lane supports multiple payment options, one use validations, and lost ticket processing.
PAYMENT STEPS:

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Customer arrives at the exit
lane and inserts parking
ticket to display charges

Customer scans validation
if applicable, otherwise they
will skip to Step 3 and pay
for parking

Customer pays for parking
with credit card or cash and
collects receipt to exit

ACCESS CONTROL

Utilizing the latest in technologies such as RFID, AVI, and barcode, you can be sure that only those with
the proper credentials can access the parking area.
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